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Yoga could be a kind of mind-body fitness that involves a mix of 
muscular activity and an internally directed conscious target 
awareness of the self, the breath and energy. Four basic principles 
underlie the teachings and practices of yoga's healing system. the 
primary principle is that the physical body could be a holistic 
entity comprised of varied reticulated dimensions indivisible from 
each other and therefore the health or sickness of anybody 
dimension affects the opposite dimensions. The second principle 
is people and their desires square measure distinctive and thus 
should be approached in an exceedingly manner that 
acknowledges this individuality and they should be tailored 
consequently. The third principle is yoga is self-empowering; the 
scholar is his or her own expert. Yoga engages the scholar within 
the healing process; by taking part in a vigorous role in their 
journey toward health, the healing comes from at intervals, rather 
than from an out of doors supply and a bigger sense of autonomy 
is achieved. The fourth principle is that the standard Associate in 
tending state of a people mind is crucial to healing. Once the 
individual contains a positive mind-state healing happens a lot of 
quickly, whereas if the mind-state is negative, healing could also be 
prolonged. Yoga philosophy and apply were 1st represented by 
Patanjali within the classic text, Yoga Sutras, that is wide 
acknowledged because the authoritative text on yoga. Today, many 
of us determine yoga solely with posture, the physical apply of 
yoga, however posture is simply one amongst the numerous tools 
used for healing the individual; therefore the elements of yoga as 
well as acutely aware respiration, meditation, manner and diet 
changes, visual image and therefore the use of sound, among 
several others. In Yoga Sutras, patanjali outlines Associate in 

tending path to awareness and enlightenment known as 
ashtanga, which accurately means that “eight limbs”. 

The eight limbs square measure comprised of moral 
principles for living a meaty and purposeful life; serving as a 
prescription for ethical and moral conduct and self-
discipline, they direct attention towards one's health whereas 
acknowledging the non-secular aspects of one's nature. Any 
of the eight limbs could also be used singly, however at 
intervals yoga philosophy the physical postures and 
respiration exercises prepare the mind and body for 
meditation and non-secular development. Supported 
patanjali's eight limbs, many various yogistic disciplines are 
developed. Everyone has its own technique for preventing 
and treating sickness within the Western world, the foremost 
common aspects of yoga practiced square measure the 
physical postures and respiration practices of yoga and 
meditation. yoga enhances the capability of the human body 
through the utilization of a series of body postures, 
movements (asanas), and respiration techniques 
(pranayama).  

The respiration techniques of yoga target acutely aware 
prolongation of inhalation breathe retention and exhalation. 
it's through the unification of the human body, breath, and 
concentration, whereas performing arts the postures and 
movements that blockages within the energy channels of the 
body square measure cleared and therefore the body energy 
system becomes a lot of balanced.  
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